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Dearest AAAGW Members-  

 

I hope this letter finds you in good health and high spirits. On behalf of the Board 

of Directors of the Algerian American Association of Greater Washington I wanted 

to extend my warmest wishes to the Algerian American Community as we 

celebrate two significant moments in history that symbolize freedom, liberation, 

and independence. 

 

Firstly, I want to wish you a joyous and Happy 4th of July! On this day, Americans 

come together to commemorate the signing of the Declaration of Independence in 

1776, which laid the foundation for the United States as a nation built upon 

principles of liberty, justice, and equality. It is a time when we reflect upon the 

sacrifices made by the founding fathers and the brave individuals who fought for 

the values, we hold dear. May this day inspire us to cherish and protect the 

freedoms we enjoy, and may it serve as a reminder of the unity and strength that 

comes from diversity. 

 

In addition, I extend my heartfelt congratulations on the 61st Algerian 

Independence Day, which falls on the 5th of July. This day holds an immense 

significance for our beloved Algeria and its people as it marks the country's 

liberation from colonial rule in 1962. It is a time to honor the struggle and 

sacrifices made by Algerians in their pursuit of self-determination and national 

sovereignty. Let us celebrate the rich heritage and cultural diversity that Algeria 

brings to the world and may the spirit of independence continue to inspire progress 

and unity within our community. 

 

The coinciding dates of these two celebrations serve as a reminder of the shared 

values we hold as citizens of diverse backgrounds living in the United States. Both 

Independence Days highlight the resilience, determination, and spirit of the people 

who strive for a better future, free from oppression and injustice. 
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As we commemorate these occasions, let us also acknowledge the importance of 

fostering stronger bonds between our communities. It is through understanding, 

dialogue, and collaboration that we can build bridges and work together towards a 

more inclusive society, where everyone has equal opportunities to thrive. 

 

On this joyous occasion, I encourage our Algerian American Community in the 

Greater Washington area and beyond to join hands in celebrating the vibrant 

tapestry of cultures that enriches the United States. 

 

Once again, I extend my warmest wishes for a Happy American Independence Day 

and a Happy Algerian Independence Day. May these celebrations bring joy, unity, 

and prosperity to all. 

 

Sincerely, 

AAAGW President 

  

 


